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Massive parallelism: “pixelizing” simulation

● The challenge: transforming the simulation application into a massively parallel one
○ Thousands of tasks executed in parallel, millions of tracks scheduled
○ Coherent execution within warps to minimize tails that can hinder efficient GPU usage

● Main source of parallelism in simulation:  tracks
○ The simulation “stepping” is however not coherent among tracks (as rendering graphics to pixels is)
○ Not much coherency in different components either (geometry, physics or field propagation)

■ Unless in a simulation domain-specific area (calorimeters, optical physics, neutrons, medical physics)

● We need to schedule the workload differently, but how much of the algorithms and data structures 

from CPU we can reuse?
○ We probably need to deeply revisit those to benefit from accelerators



Making efficient GPU pipelines

● Single kernel for a track step? Mixing simple with expensive 

computation is prohibitive
○ Thread divergence inherent in simulation (heavy branching)
○ Efficiency can go as low as 1/32 for a misused warp

● This calls to splitting stepping in smaller kernels
○ Easier to keep coherent, but more difficult to schedule

● Simulation pipeline: sequence of kernels being scheduled for 

a dynamic population of tracks
○ Top challenges: scheduling + data management + reshuffling
○ May be suitable for only a subset of the simulation application 

(e.g. e+/e-/𝛾 in calorimeters) implying CPU-GPU crosstalk
■ Keeping data on GPU as much as possible



Some questions to answer for GPU simulation

● How much OO stripping and rewriting is needed for our CPU code to become GPU-friendly?
○ E.g. do we need to split heavy branches into separate kernels scheduled subsequently? Do we need to re-code 

recursions as for loops (i.e. smaller stack requirement )? More aggressive inlining?
○ Is the code/object portability approach used in VecGeom efficient/extensible? Which are the limitations?

● Geometry hierarchies - can we use them? Do we need to flatten the model?

● Can we schedule multiple kernels w/o major overheads? (see GeantV experience)
○ Or maybe we need to opt for proprietary schedulers (Optiks)? Can we rely long term on those, or should we 

learn how to do the same on our own.

● How to handle dynamic data populations on the device? Does it fit, if not how do we spill it back to 

the host?

● Is a hybrid simulation approach profitable?



Prototyping: a simple way to get fast answers

● Single-component prototypes
○ aiming to develop a component (e.g. physics model, propagator, …) and optimize for GPU usage

● Workflow prototypes
○ aiming to understand combined features, kernel scheduling, data handling, …
○ using the existing GPU-aware components (e.g. VecGeom) as  backbone
○ building-up increasingly complex simulation and learning from the process 

● “Agile” step-by-step approach
○ understanding the current features and deciding on the next steps accordingly

● Already started on this path
○ Simple geometry + navigation prototype for ray tracing



Ray tracing prototype current goals

● Can we navigate VecGeom-based geometry on GPU? (Yes)
○ Complex geometry, same code on CPU/GPU, single kernel for pixel 

scoring, rays represented as POD and handled like tracks

● Are there limitations? (Yes)
○ Geometry complexity, data size, stack size

● How can we handle generating rays from kernels?
○ Add extra complexity layer handling reflection/refraction

● What is the GPU usage for such a simple model?
○ Is it possible to improve? How?



Exploring more complex setups

● Adding new components
○ Field propagation, simple physics models

● Scheduling a pipeline simulation using these components

● Scoring detector data

● Combining CPU/GPU flow

● Understanding to which level a framework/toolkit approach is still feasible 


